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Character of tightly bound excitons in small argon clusters:
Insights from size-dependent energy shifts
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93430 Villetaneuse, France
~Received 21 May 2002; revised manuscript received 03 September 2002; published 15 November 2002!

The structure of the first electronically excited states of small ArM̄ clusters (M̄<100) embedded in large

NeN̄ (N̄57500) clusters is investigated using fluorescence excitation spectroscopy. In the energy range of the
characteristic absorption of Ar clusters~11.5–12.9 eV!, surface excitons of Ar clusters embedded in Ne
disappear, while additional absorption bands appear. They are assigned to excitons at the interface between the
Ar cluster and the Ne host cluster. The observed energy shift of all absorption bands is proportional to the
logarithm of the cluster radius. This can be understood in the Frenkel-exciton model, taking the resonant
excitation transfer into account.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.205407 PACS number~s!: 36.40.Mr, 61.72.Ww, 71.35.Aa, 78.40.2q
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I. INTRODUCTION

One important aspect of cluster science is the study
electronic structure size dependence and its convergenc
ward that of the bulk. In this context rare gas clusters play
important role as model systems for insulators. Recent s
ies of the electronic structure of Ar, Kr, and Xe clusters ha
shown that the weakly bound electronic excitations can
interpreted as Wannier excitons (n>2,28) confined in a
small volume and as cluster-specific excitations.1 On the
other hand, the strongest absorption bands of clusters w
are due to Frenkel or intermediate-type excitons show a v
complex and as-yet not well understood behavior. Even
bulk solids the nature of these excitons is still und
discussion.2,3 The main difference between Frenkel and Wa
nier excitons is as follows.4 Wannier excitons are boun
states formed from a valence-band hole and an electro
the conduction band. In this sense they are equivalent to
hydrogen atom and the radius of the exciton can be ca
lated according to Bohr’s formula by replacing the electr
and hole mass and the dielectric constant by the corresp
ing values in the solid. As a result, the radius of the Wann
excitons is usually much larger than the lattice consta
Wannier excitons form a series which converges toward
bottom of the conduction band and they are labeled in a
ogy to the hydrogen atom by the principal quantum num
n. If the exciton radiusr n is much smaller than the lattic
constanta, the Wannier description fails, because the eff
tive mass as well as the dielectric constant approxima
breaks down. Here, the Frenkel-exciton model can be
plied. Frenkel excitons can be regarded as excitations
single constituents of the material, which are modified by
interaction with surrounding atoms. The band structure
formed due to the resonance transfer interaction. In the
cial case of the 1, 18-excitons in rare gas solids~the prime
denotes the spin orbit statej 51/2), e.g., Ar withr 151.9 Å
anda53.75 Å, the description falls in between the two r
gimes. For more than 30 years and still ongoing is a disc
sion about the correct theoretical treatment of these fun
0163-1829/2002/66~20!/205407~7!/$20.00 66 2054
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mental excitations in rare gas solids. Different models ba
on the Wannier-Mott theory were applied, e.g., central c
correction5,6 or the quantum defect model,7,8 but the results
were discussed controversially.9 A key point of the contro-
versy is whether the excitons are delocalized excitons wh
can move by resonant excitation transfer through the so
More recently, the influence of the coupling between fre
exciton states with local lattice vibrations2 and lattice
defects3 on optical absorption was studied theoretically usi
again different models.

Only very few articles have been published so far on t
oretical work on the electronic structure of the tightly bou
electronically excited states (n51, 18 excitons! in rare gas
clusters. The first calculations performed by Last a
George10 used a semiempirical diatomics-in-ionic system
~DIIS! method to obtain the electronic structure of ArN clus-
ters (N<13). This paper gives some interesting informati
on the electronic properties, but the calculated width a
energy range of the cluster absorption differ considera
from the experimental results. Further, the cluster size cov
only the range up toN513, while experimentally clusters
comprising up to 105 atoms are investigated. In this contex
the energetic splitting and the intensity ratio between surf
and bulk components of the first absorption bands are
special interest. According to the work of Ratneret al.,11 the
surface-exciton penetration depth plays an important role
the determination of electronic structure of excited stat
Embedding small Ar clusters inside large Ne clusters off
the possibility of manipulating the Ar cluster surface in
well-defined way and to shed more light on the characte
the strong absorbingn51, 18 excitons.

In this article, we report on fluorescence excitation sp
troscopy in the vacuum-ultraviolet~VUV ! spectral range of
ArM̄ clusters (M̄<100) embedded in large Ne clusters co
taining approximately 7500 atoms using a pickup techniq
Strong absorption due to tightly bound excitons is obser
and assigned to bulk and interface excitations. The ene
shift of the absorption bands is proportional to the logarith
of the cluster sizeM̄ .
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II w
describe the experimental setup for the investigation
doped clusters. In Sec. III the experimental results are
sented. In this section we first compare the absorption of
small Ar clusters with that of embedded Ar clusters ins
Ne. The second part focus on size-dependent shifts of
transition energies in doped clusters. Here, a quantita
model describing the effect is presented. In the Appendix
explain the method of the size determination of embed
clusters.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the experime
station CLULU at the synchrotron radiation laborato
HASYLAB in Hamburg. The experimental setup is d
scribed in detail elsewhere.12 It has been modified to allow
the doping of rare gas clusters with atoms from a cross-je
a pickup process. In brief, NeN̄ clusters are prepared in
supersonic expansion through a conical nozzle (200mm di-
ameter, 4° opening cone angle!. At a nozzle temperature o
30 K and a stagnation pressure of 200 mbar the ave
cluster size was determined asN̄57500 using well-known
scaling laws.13,14 The width @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# DN of the size distribution is approximatelyN̄.
The cluster beam intersects Ar atoms from a cross-jet o
length scale of 10 mm. The Ar atoms are picked up by the
clusters and stick to the surface of the cluster. When sev
atoms are picked up the Ne clusters become liquid like si
the collisions are warming up the cluster. Due to the
creased mobility of Ar atoms inside the Ne cluster, the
atoms form small clusters inside Ne.15 A sketch of the inter-
action zone including the main parameters is shown in
upper part of Fig. 1. The size determination of the embed
Ar clusters is based on theoretical and experimental w
published by Lewerenzet al.16 and is explained in the Ap
pendix. According to their work, the average numberM̄ of
picked-up atoms depends mainly on the Ne cluster size
the average particle density of Ar atoms, which is a funct
of the cross-jet pressure. In the middle part of Fig. 1, the
particle density distributionn(x,y0) along the beam axis
(x,y0) is calculated for the cross-jet pressurepq , tempera-
ture Tq , and capillary diameterdq of 20 mbar, 300 K, and
200 mm, respectively.17 The calculated average size of em
bedded clusters is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. We h
to point out that all numbers given below are mean values
the cluster sizes. Monochromatized synchrotron radia
~11.5–12.9 eV! at a resolution of 2.5 Å (5̂30 meV band-
pass! was focused 10 mm downstream from the nozzle
the beam. After photoexcitation the clusters emit fluor
cence light, which was detected spectrally undispersed b
‘‘solar-blind’’ photomultiplier ~sensitivity 4–11 eV!. The to-
tal VUV luminescence yield is taken as a measure of the
cluster absorption, since nonradiative decay to the gro
state is inefficient in rare gas clusters.12

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 the total VUV luminescence yield spectrum
Ar60Ne7500clusters~b! is compared with excitation spectra o
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free Ar clusters comprising2000 ~a! and 60 atoms~c!, re-
spectively. The transition energies of excitons in solid Ar a
indicated in the figure.18 The intensity ratios of the differen
excitonic bands differ considerably from those of free clu
ters. In free small Ar clusters the most intense absorpt
bands are due to surface excitation because of the relati
high fraction of surface atoms.19 In embedded clusters thes
bands completely disappear, which gives strong evide
that the Ar clusters are located inside the Ne clusters.
note that surface excitons in rare gas solids are also van
ing if the surface is covered with different rare gas layers20

In Fig. 2~b!, additional absorption bands located at the hig
energy side of the 1l 8 exciton are seen. The energy shift ca
be understood assuming that the excited orbital of Ar surf
atoms is perturbed by the surrounding Ne cluster atoms. T
absorption band at;12.65 eV is interpreted as an excitatio
of the Ar-Ne interface. In small clusters it is associated w
the corresponding1S0→1P1 transition of single Ar atoms in
Ne matrices,21 as indicated in Fig. 2~b!. By comparing Fig.
2~a! with Fig. 2~b! we can assign the other two absorptio
bands at;12.18 eV and;12.41 eV of embedded Ar clus
ters to the longitudinal and transverse mode of then518
bulk exciton. The transition energy of the 1l 8 exciton of

FIG. 1. Upper part: sketch of the interaction zone including
main parameters. Middle part: Ar particle density distribution alo
the beam axis. Lower part: calibration curve for average embed
cluster size determination.
7-2
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CHARACTER OF TIGHTLY BOUND EXCITONS IN SMALL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 205407 ~2002!
embedded Ar60 clusters is slightly shifted by approximate
;20 meV relative to the corresponding absorption energy
free Ar60 clusters. This effect might be explained by the i
fluence of the surrounding Ne atoms, since the longitudin
transverse splitting of excitons is mainly due to the lon
range dipole-dipole interaction.22 We like to note that in
contrast to free small Ar clusters the 1t bulk exciton is not
observed in embedded clusters, which gives an indica
that the oscillator strength of spin-orbit-split excitons
modified in the matrix.

The absorption bandwidths~FWHM! of excitons in rare
gas clusters depend sensitively on the cluster size.19 This
explains why the observed widths of the 1t8 exciton
(;162 meV) and the 1l 8 exciton (;248 meV) in small em-
bedded Ar60Ne7500 clusters and in free Ar60 clusters, respec
tively are significantly larger compared to those in fr
Ar2000 clusters. Here, the absorption bandwidth of the tra
verse mode is;116 meV and the width of the longitudina
mode is;87 meV.

The bulk excitations as well as the Ar-Ne interface ex
tation shift to lower energies as the ArM̄ cluster size increase
(40<M̄<100). The size dependence of the transition en
gies is shown in Fig. 3. The different absorption bands
fitted with Gaussian curves. To reduce the number of f
parameters the bandwidths were kept almost constans̄
'10%).

In the following we present a model giving a quantitati
description of the energy shift. This model has recently b
used to explain the cluster size dependence of visible
near-infrared luminescence of ionic centers in photoioni
Xe clusters.23 The variation of the transition energies giv
direct insight into the character of the strongly bound el

FIG. 2. VUV-fluorescence excitation spectra of~b! Ar60Ne7500

clusters and free Ar clusters containing~a! 2000 and~c! 60 atoms.
Vertical lines indicate then51, 18 excitons of solid Ar, the atomic
Ar 1S0→1P1 transition in the Ne matrix, and the1S0→1P1 and
1S0→3P1 transition, respectively, of free Ar atoms.
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tronically excited states of small rare gas clusters. We like
point out that the small energy shifts of bulk and interfa
excitons ~a few meV! could only be observed due to th
suppression of the strong absorbing surface excitons by
bedding the small Ar clusters inside Ne. In view of the th
oretical model, the energy shiftdn of bulk and Ar-Ne inter-
face excitations is plotted as a function of the logarithm
value of the average cluster sizeM̄ and the number of sur
face atomsM̄S , respectively, in the case of the interfac
excitation. In Fig. 4,dn is shown for different cluster size
relative to the bulk absorption energies of Ar40Ne7500clusters
and relative to the atomic Ar1S0→1P1 transition in the Ne
matrix at 12.74 eV in case of the interface excitation.21 The
number of surface atomsM̄S is calculated under the assum
tion that the clusters have polyicosahedral structure w
fivefold symmetry.24 M̄S is derived from a continuous curv
fitted between the ‘‘magic’’ cluster sizes corresponding
closed-shell icosahedra. The spectral shifts can be un
stood within the Frenkel-exciton model. In the Frenk
model the transition energy from the ground to the exci
state~f! is given by25

Ef~kW !5De f1D f1L f~kW !, ~1!

wherekW is the excitonic wave vector,De f is the excitation
energy of the free atom, andD f is the environmental shift in
interaction energy of one excited atom due to all surround
atoms. The resonance interactionL f(kW ) is expressed by

L f~kW !5 (
n,m51

M

Mnm
f exp@ ikW•~nW 2mW !#, ~2!

whereMnm
f is the matrix element of the excitation transf

between atomnW andmW . In a simple model, the electronicall

FIG. 3. VUV-fluorescence excitation spectra of ArM̄Ne7500 clus-

ters (40<M̄<100).
7-3
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LAARMANN, von HAEFTEN, KANAEV, WABNITZ, AND MÖ LLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 205407 ~2002!
excited atom can be treated as a positively charged hole
an electron circulating around it. In this picture, the exci
tion transfer is like a ‘‘hopping’’ of the hole between th
cluster atoms due to the dipole-dipole interaction. Since
electron movement around the positive atomic core is
nificantly faster than the movement of the hole, electron a
hole can be treated as a combined excitation changing la
sites due to the resonant excitation transfer.26 For the matrix
elementMnm

f one obtains the following expression:23

Mnm
f 5

1

r nm
5 @~dW ndW m!r nm

2 23~dW nrWnm!~dW mrWnm!#. ~3!

Here,rWnm5nW 2mW is the internuclear distance between diffe
ent atomsnW and mW with transition dipole momentsdW n and
dW m . In order to describe the cluster size dependence of
transition energy shiftdn(M̄ ) quantitatively we analyzed th
size dependence ofD f andL f(kW ) in Eq. ~1! in detail, since
for clusters it results in

dn~M̄ !5dD f~M̄ !1dL f~kW ,M̄ !. ~4!

Here,dD f(M̄ ) anddL f(kW ,M̄ ) are the changes in the enviro
mental shift and in the resonance interaction due to the
creasing cluster sizeM̄ .

FIG. 4. Energy shift of bulk excitons~circles and triangles! and
of the Ar-Ne interface excitation~cubes! as a function of the loga-

rithmic value of, respectively, the cluster sizeM̄ and the number of

surface atoms,M̄S .
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First, we focus on the environmental shiftD f and study
the effect of increasing cluster size from 40 to 100. T
above-mentioned polyicosahedral geometric structure
small rare gas clusters exhibits closed shells with increa
stability for 13, 55, 147, . . . atoms/clusters.27 Ar40 clusters
are formed by 12 atoms around the central atom~radius of
the first shell:R1) and 27 atoms in the second layer (R2).
Clusters comprising 100 atoms have closed second shells~42
atoms! and further 45 atoms in the third layer (R3). If we
assume that the central Ar atom is excited from the groun
the excited state related to the1S0→1P1 transition in free
atoms, the key question is to what extend ground and e
tronically excited states are influenced by atoms from ou
shellsRn>R2 . This question will be answered in the follow
ing.

In rare gas solids the interaction energyD f is calculated
from the molecular potentials forr 5a ~interatomic distances
r in Rg2* , lattice constant of the bulk solid,a) and using the
theoretical crystal potential of the polarization attraction ta
ing the van der Waals terms into account.2 Here, we have to
keep in mind that in small Ar clusters the dominant cont
bution toD f comes from the 12 atoms in the first shell, sin
the radius of the free atom 4s orbital ^r &56.2 Å is not much
larger than the average nearest-neighbor distancer 0'a
53.75 Å. Last and George10 calculated the interaction en
ergy between the excited atom and the neighboring grou
state atoms for the Ar13 cluster with the excitation at the
central atom.10 According to their work, the energy of th
Ar* -Ar12 interaction is 0.464 eV. Since both Ar40 and Ar100

clusters exhibit closed first shells,dD f(M̄ ) is mostly deter-
mined by long-range dispersion interaction from atoms
outer shells. To give an order-of-magnitude estimation
the corresponding influence on the transition energies
small Ar clusters we used the long-range potential for
excited state of Ar2 , which is of the form~see, e.g., Ref. 28
or 29!:

Vf~r !5
C3

r 3
2

C6

r 6
. ~5!

The C3 coefficient is different from zero only if the excite
state on the separated atom is dipole allowed, since it
pends on the dipole matrix elementmZ connecting the ex-
cited atomic state to the ground state:29

C3;umZu2. ~6!

The C6 van der Waals coefficient is given by the so-call
‘‘Slater-Kirkwood relation’’30

C65K
a1a2

~a1 /N1!1/21~a2 /N2!1/2
, ~7!

wherea1 anda2 are the polarizabilities of the two interac
ing atoms,N1 andN2 are approximately the number of oute
shell electrons, andK takes the value of 15.7 to obtainC6 in
@eV Å6#.31 The polarizability of the ground-state argon ato
is well known,31 whereas experimental and theoretical da
on polarizabilities of electronically excited atoms are ve
7-4
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rare. SinceC6 is approximately proportional to the atom
volume,10 we estimate its value from theoretical work o
excited molecular states of Ne2 published by Cohen and
Schneider.29 We obtain C6'58.3 eV Å6 for Ar dimers in
electronically excited molecular states correlated with
atomic 1P1 energy level.

In Fig. 5, we plotted the attractive2C6 /r 6 term of both
ground- and excited-state potentials of Ar2 relative to the
asymptotic atomic1S0 and 1P1 states, respectively, as
function of the internuclear distancer. TheC3 /r 3 term is the
molecular analog of the resonant excitation transferL f(kW ) in
bulk solids and will be discussed later. It is due to the de
calization of the excited electron. In order to make sure t
we do not count the effect of delocalization and hopping
the excitation twice, we have to setC6 to zero if the term
dL f(kW ,M̄ ) is considered.

To estimate the change of the transition energy with cl
ter size due to long-range dispersion forces from outer-s
atoms, we assume that the central atom of the cluster is
cited. In this picture the change of the interaction ene
dD f(M̄ ) can be approximated by the sum of the contrib
tions of different atomsdVi , f in outer shells. The polarization
energy results in a decrease of both ground state~i! and
excited state (f ). The second and third icosahedral shell ra
of rare gas clusters (R2 ,R3) are approximately 2 and 3 times
respectively, the average nearest-neighbor distancer 0 :R2
'7.5 Å and R3'11.25 Å. For the excited state of Ar100
clusters, we obtain a decrease of the potential energy
about 6.21 meV relative to that of Ar40 clusters. In case o
the ground-state potential, the energy is decreased by
meV.

In conclusion, taking only the van der Waals polarizati
into account, the transition energy of Ar clusters contain
100 atoms is lowered by approximately 1.85 meV with
spect to clusters containing 40 atoms. This value is m
than one order of magnitude smaller compared with the
perimentally observed energy shift of;20 meV. The cluster

FIG. 5. 2C6 /r 6 contribution to the long-range van der Waa
potential of ground~i! and excited~f! Ar2 states relative to the
atomic 1S0 and 1P1 dissociation limit as a function of the internu
clear distance. The central cluster atom is excited,R2 andR3 denote
the radii of the second and third icosahedral shells, anddVi , f de-
scribe the gain in polarization energy due to each atom in the
spective layer.
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size dependence of the interaction energydD f(M̄ ) is not the
dominant effect, although as we have mentioned above,
absolute value ofD f for a given cluster size is relatively
large @e.g., Ar13: D f5464 meV~Ref. 10!#.

Therefore,dn(M̄ ) is mainly determined by the resonanc
interaction termL f(M̄ ). In the following we analyze its clus
ter size dependence in detail. Because the radiusRcl of the
embedded ArM̄ clusters (M̄<100) is small compared to th
wavelengthl of the excitation radiation (Rcl<1 nm), one
can replace the sum in Eq.~2! by an integration of the dif-
ferent contributions ofMnm

f . One obtains23

dn~M̄ !52a
d2

3er 0
3

ln~M̄ !. ~8!

Here,a54.14 is a numerical constant,d is the strength of
the transition dipole moment (dn5dm5d/Ae), r 0 is the
nearest-neighbor distance, ande is the dielectric constant
The theoretically predicted linear dependencedn; ln(M̄) is
in very good agreement with the experimental data points
Fig. 4. This gives strong evidence that the electronically
cited strongly bound first excited states in small Ar clust
can be described in the Frenkel model taking the si
dependent resonant excitation transfer into account. A
scription in the quantum defect model is not possible, sin
here the excitation transfer is not explicitly considered.
the other hand, one has to point out that our approximatio
only valid in the molecular limit (RCl!l) where the ener-
getic positions of the bulk excitons in clusters do not co
verge toward the bulk solid limit. This is somehow surprisi
since other energetic size effects, e.g., spectral shifts of la
organic molecules embedded in rare gas clusters (RgN) con-
verge toward their bulk values in the molecular limit,32 while
electrodynamic size effects, e.g., radiative lifetimes, co
verge toward their bulk values only in the so-called elect
dynamic regime (RCl>l).33 Interestingly, in the molecular
limit ( N<1000), the lifetime modificationDt r of embedded
aromatic molecules depends on the cluster size and ca
approximated byDt r /t r

0; ln(N), where the lifetimet r
0 is

that of the free molecule.34

IV. CONCLUSION

We have recorded VUV-fluorescence excitation spectra
small embedded ArM̄ clusters (M̄<100) inside large Ne7500
clusters. The absorption bands in the energy range 11.5–
eV were assigned to the longitudinal and transverse mode
the Ar 18 exciton and to an excitation of the interface b
tween the embedded Ar cluster and the Ne host cluster.
observed energy shift with cluster size is proportional to
logarithm of the cluster sizeM̄ and the number of surfac
atomsM̄S , resectively, in case of the Ar-Ne interface exc
tation. This is in agreement with the Frenkel-exciton mod
and points out that the resonant excitation transfer plays
important role and has to be considered in theoretical mo
describing intermediate excitons in rare gas clusters and
bulk solid.

e-
7-5
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APPENDIX

The probabilityP for a Ne cluster~capture cross sectio
scap) passing through the interaction zone~length L and
average particle densityn̄S) and picking upk atoms is de-
scribed by Poisson statistics:16

Pk~L !5
~scapn̄SL !k

k!
exp@2scapn̄SL#. ~A1!

The cross-jet particle density along the cluster beam a
(x,y0) for cross-jet pressurespQ , temperaturesTQ , and cap-
illary diametersdQ is given by17

n~x,y0!5C1 cos2~C2!cos2F p

2F
C2G , ~A2!

with

C15
ZPdQ

2 pQ

y0
2kBTQ

and C25arctanS x2L/2

y0
D .

In this equationZP50.157 andF51.365 are numerical con
stants for rare gases17 andkB is the Boltzmann constant. Th
average particle densityn̄S is simply

n̄S5
1

L E
0

L

n~x,y0!dx. ~A3!
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